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DAV: Let-Lok®   

Date: 18.9.19  

 

 

SUMMARY 

Let-Lok® ® is a state-of-the-art double ferrule compression fitting, based on mechanical grip, 

consisting of Body, Front Ferrule, Back Ferrule and Nut. Features a variety of configurations and 

materials, this gives flexibility to choose the fittest solution to customer needs. 

 

Let-Lok® design creates a tight metal to metal sealing, thus allowing to hold pressure more then 

4XMAWP (validated by burst testing) at a wide range of temperatures, same for high number of 

temperature cycles and make-remake cycles.  

The HAM-LET tube fitting has been used by hundreds of well known Global organisation for the 

most demanding applications. In-house and outside tests have resulted in the awards of 

numerous approvals for the product in the Offshore, Petrochemicals, Chemicals, Power, 

Pharmaceutical, Semi-Conductors and Process Industries. Furthermore, it is also certified by 

world leading 3rd party laboratory for full intermixabilty and interchangeability with Swagelok® 

fittings.  
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Features & Benefits  

✓ Wide range of configurations: Straight, Elbow, Tee, Cross and various couplings  

✓ Size Range: 1/16” to 2” and 2mm to 50mm 

✓ MAWP: up to 10,000 Psi (pending the size; Full table presented in Annex A)  

✓ Temperature Range: -194 0C to 538 0C   (-317 0F to 1000 0F) 

✓ Inboard Helium Leak Rate of 1x10-9 atm cc/sec  

✓ Intermixable and Interchangeable with Swagelok ® Tube Fittings 

✓ Physical gradient for the identification of MM fittings   

✓ Variety of type test approvals:  

o VD TUV Type test approval 

o TUV SUD Interchangeability and Intermixability to Swagelok® 

o ASTM F1387-99 (reaproved 2012) 

o TUV TA LUFT 

o ABS Type Test Approval 

o APRAGAS 

o CRN CANADA 

o ECE R110 

o Lloyds 

o Norsok 650, Norsok 630 for alloy 254 and Super Duplex 2507. 

o ISO 9001 

o D.N.V Norway – Let-Lok® for high pressure 
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Differentiation Advantage Value 

 

High Functionality 

D: Ham-Let Let-Lok features a set of functional differentiations as follows: Standard Installation 

procedure, No special tools required (same thread system- Metric or Imperial for body and nut), 

Self-Alignment, Low pull-up torque, Re-makeable, No torque transmitted to the tube, Does not 

cut or weaken the tube, Can be used on thick or thin wall tube, Can be used on hard or soft 

tube, Utilizes long seal area, Resists vibration, Resists impulse or shock, can be used both in 

vacuum and high pressure systems 

A: Simply inserting the tube through the nut and ferrules of the HAM-LET fitting saves man-

hour costs and prevents incorrect assembly. The fitting can be remade many times while still 

maintaining high leak tight integrity without having to replace component parts.  

HAM-LET tube fitting is designed to support the tubing ahead of the ferrules. When the fitting is 

pulled-up, the tubing through the swaging action expands into the body bore providing an anti-

vibration holding mechanism that greatly enhances the sealing integrity in severe system 

applications.  

V:  Faster and lower cost installations, No need for torque wrenches/flaring tools/special 

spanners, High integrity and reliability  

 

Material Composition Superiority   

D: Ham-Let fittings in either straight or shape forms made of 316/316L, EN 14401/14404 

stainless steel, are manufactural from materials supplied with mechanical and chemical 

properties within the following specifications: 

• BAR STOCK: ASTM A-276, ASTM A-479, EN 10272 

• FORGINGS: ASTM A-182, EN 10222-5 

• In both, Ham-Let utilizes the follwing chemical compostion:  

o Ham-Let uses higher Chormium content: 17.5% to 18%, in accordance with 

standard Chormium content per ASTM A276 and ASTM A479 is 16% to 18%. 

o Ham-Let uses higher Nickel content:12% to 14% , in accordance with standard 

Nickel content per ASTM A276 and ASTM A479 is 10% to 14%. 
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Only Ham-Let and  few other world leading manufacturers uses similar precentage of 

Chormium and Nickel.  

A: Higher Nickel and Chormium precentage enables better corrosion resistance and restricts 

hydrogen defusion to the metal thus reducing risks for embritttlement  (The material is cold 

worked with high precentage of Nickel and Chromium, thus reduces the amount of Austenit 

that conforms to Martensite. Martensite is more sensitive to corrossion than Austenite, Also 

martensite is known to induce Hydrogen embrittlement ,so less martensite= lower risk for 

embrittlement) 

 V: Long service life, Wide range of possible applications and medias, lower total cost of 

ownership due to the high corrosive ressistance which results in less frequent maintainance.                                                                              

 

Stacked Tolerances 

 D:  All HAM-LET components are machined from high quality traceable bar stock and forging 

materials to exacting tolerances. Ham-Let procures its raw materials from leading material 

manufactures from Europe and NA. Competitors usually procure raw materials from 

manufecturers in the far east (mostly China and India) 

A: Higher quality and lower risk of faulty batches which results in less quality problems; High 

reliabitly of Ham-Let products ensures that each fitting will perform its intended function 

without compromise in the most demanding application areas. 

V: Longer service life, lower number of quality problems, high reliabilty which assure 

manufacturers with less maintanance and replacement installations over long period of service  

 

Nut Versatility  

D: The Let-Lok®  Nut is silver plated and lubricated with dry 

lubricant, thus it doesn’t contains silicone residues (Silicone-Free),  

A: It is common knowledge that untreated stainless steel 

components will “Cold Weld” if no suitable lubricant is applied to 

the surfaces. This is especially true when male and female threads 

are screwed together, particularly tapered threads. To prevent 

“Galling” and to enhance the ease of installation the internal threads on all HAM-LET fitting 

nuts have been specially plated with a coating of silver; it also allows using the nut for various 
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applciations across industries and the dry lubrication effect as friction reducer between the nut 

and body of the Let-Lok®      

V: Longer service life, reduce costs for clients using fittings for multiple remakes   

 

Enhanced Back Ferrule 

D: Ham-Let utilize an hardening process on all back ferrules surface, this special treatment 

made at a low temprture process (thus without any effect on the geomtry of the back ferulles 

creates a pure carbon rich diffusion zone from the surface inwards (without the formation of 

chromium carbides), resulting in excellent toughness and no risk of peeling or delamination. 

Consequntly increases the surface hardness to 1000 ÷ 1200 HV 0.05 and enhances the corrosion 

resistance of AISI 316.  

Most of lower quality manufacturers are doing the hardening process of back ferrule on high 

temperture (around 900ºC), this is a well –known phenomenom and consist of carbide 

precipitation at grain boundaries and chormiumium deplation in adjacent regions, making 

material susceptible to integranular corrosion See picture below of back ferrule that was heat 

treated at high temp. 

A: Great corrossion resistance, no effect on Back Ferrule geometry, prevents galling, Low 

temperture hardening prevents Sensitization  

V: The Let-Lok®  can be used in very corrosive areas, Robust product for long service life time  

 

Threads Rolling  

D: The Let-Lok®  body is under going Thread Rolling process at cold forming instead of thread 

cutting which most competitors utilizing.  

A: Thread cutting causing the component material to be stressed beyond its yield point, thus 

being Permenetly deformed plastically. In the thread rolling process, the grain structure of the 

material is not displaced nor removed.This process can be readily seen on the 

micrographs,illustrating threads formed and rolled. 
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Thread Rolling featurs the following advantages: stronger thread, burnished thread flankes with 

a better area roughness, Improved wear resistance -enahnce number of make-remake, high 

degree of profile accuracy, thread rolling enhance fatigue strength of thread, enhanced yeild 

strength of the sealing area, higher hardness of roled thread compered with component core. 

V: High number of remakes, Less maintainance and replecament which finally reuslted in lower 

total cost of ownership.  

 

Inherent Traceabilty  

D: Ham-Let marks all fittings the marking includes heat number of raw material, on all of the 

Let-Lok®  Components (Body , Nut, Front Ferrule and Back Ferrule). Thus enalbling a full 

tracebilty to raw material batch and production order; most of Let-Lok® competitors do not 

provide full tracbilty for their compression fittings as Ham-Let.  

A: Full transpernecey for the cusotomer, Batch isolation capability as a part of the quality 

management system (QMS) 

V: Remove the risk of defect material batches mix. Remove customer’s risk of non-controlled 

and non-tracable defected install base. 

 

 

 

Elbow drilling collision 

D: The Let-Lok®  Elbow drill designed and manufactured with smooth collision. Competitor 

Collision between holes without smooth collision. 
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Let -Lok Competitors  

  

A: Smooth collission between holes allows smooth flow of media and improved compatbility 

for line cleaning  

V: Higher Perforamnce for high flow rate applications, Lower by-product deposition traps  

 

Passivation as default   

D: The Let-Lok®  is passivated as default (RoHS and REACH complainet), enabling higher 

chemical resistance. Most of other competitors are not performing passvaition their fittings 

after de-greesing.  

A: High corrossion resistance  

V: Longer life time, lower total cost of ownership  

 

 

Interchangeabilty and Intermixabilty  

D: Let-Lok®  is certified by 3rd party for  FULL intermixabilty and interchangebilty with 

Swagelok®  compression fittings. None of our competitors holds such certification.  

A: Enables any user and customer to replace Swagelok ® fittings or components with Let-Lok®  

fittings  

V: Easy switching strategy to the customer that is interested in implementing Ham-Let 

products. Can use and intermix both until Swagelok ® is phased out. Can use both sources 

easily. Saves lot of qualification testing time and money 
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Annex A :  Customer References  
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Annex B : Let –Lok fittings Intermix & Interchangeability with Swagelok ® compression fitting 

certifications   
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